
WALLETpro

WALLETpro, powered by CoinZoom, is a private 

multi-currency account where you can buy, sell, transfer 

and spend cryptocurrency.  WALLETpro bridges the gap 

between legacy FX, Futures, Stocks, and Banking to 

make cryptocurrency available to the masses. 

WALLETpro customers get access to ZoomMe, 
a simple, instant, and FREE way to send and 
receive cash and crypto across the globe. 

You can instantly convert and transfer money 
from your account to your global VISA debit 
card and spend your fiat and crypto balances 
at over 53 Million Merchants.

Higher card limits and lower fees. 

Your crypto is secured and insured at multiple 
institutional qualified custodians.

WALLETpro is powered by CoinZoom.  
CoinZoom has decades of financial service and 
regulatory experience.

WALLETpro users get access to a 
cryptocurrency exchange with deep liquidity 
and a vast network of market makers, OTC 
desks, and proprietary trading pools.



WALLETpro powered by CoinZoomTerms & Conditions
1- Trading Fee Discounts: Preferred, Gold, Platinum, & Black cardholders who maintain the required number of ZOOM tokens for each trading fee discount level, 
and surrender ZOOM tokens at the time of placing trades on the exchange.
2 - Card Rewards Back: Cardholders will receive 1% – 5% in Card Rewards (ZOOM tokens) for every purchase, depending on the number of ZOOM tokens they 
maintain in their accounts at the time of each purchase.
3 - ZoomMe Global: Worldwide peer to peer fiat money transfer.
4 - AirDrop Eligible: CoinZoom Visa Rewards members are eligible for new coin listing and other promotional airdrops. Initial AirDrop will be in NEO for the first 
100 Gold, Platinum, or Black members.
5 - Debit Roundups: With CoinZoom's Debit RoudUp, each purchase you make with your CoinZoom Visa debit card can be automatically rounded up to the nearest 
whole dollar amount. The change is transferred into your fiat wallet each day. It can also be specified to automatically purchase cryptocurrencies on CoinZoom 
exchange each day.
6 - CoinZoom Visa Card is currently available for U.S. customers. The CoinZoom visa Card will be “Coming Soon” for international customers.
7 - ZOOM bonus will be issued within 30 days of purchase and will be based on the ZOOM token value at the time the bonus is issued. 

MEMBERSHIP  TIER CHOICE SELECT PREMIUM ELITE

CARD TYPE

DAILY LIMIT

TRADING FEE DISCOUNT (1)

CASH REWARDS (2)

ZoomMe GLOBAL 
DAILY LIMITS (3)

VIRTUAL CARD

REFERRAL REWARD LIMIT

AIR DROP ELIGIBLE (4)

DEBIT ROUND-UPS (5)

CARD SECURITY FEATURES

24/7 SUPPORT

ATM ACCESS

PHYSICAL CARD

COIN ZOOM VISA CARD 
(WHERE AVAILABLE) (6)

REQUIRED ZOOM HOLDINGS

FREE WIRE TRANSFER

ZOOM BONUS (7)
(limited time promotion)

PREFERRED

$1,000

10%

2%

$1,000

$2,500

About $10 USD

3,000

GOLD

$2,500

20%

3%

$2,500

$5,000

FREE

12,000

PLATINUM

$5,000

35%

4%

$5,000

$20,000

FREE

50,000

20 TOKENS

BLACK

$10,000

50%

5%

$10,000

$50,000

FREE

100,000

200 TOKENS



There is a whole ecosystem for using ZOOM tokens. You can use ZOOM 
to pay for trading fees, withdrawal fees, and earn higher card rewards 
based on ZOOM balances.  In the near future, CoinZoom plans to create a 
market for ZOOM.  At that time, you will be able to freely sell ZOOM. 
Until then, you can immediately use ZOOM to pay for trading fees and 
other expenses.

Putting your cryptocurrency to work for you is easy:
 1. Signup for a subscription
 2. Go to the WALLETpro page in your Backoffice 
 3. Click on the link to create your account and verify your identity.
 4. Start benefiting from WALLETpro, powered by CoinZoom

You purchase an ELITE subscription on Tuesday, March 10th and set up your 
CoinZoom account.  
On or before Friday, March 20th, CoinZoom will upgrade your account to the Black 
card level.
Within 30 days you will receive your ZOOM bonus.

Remember, even though your account will get upgraded to the Black level and you get the $10,000 daily spending limit, you won’t 
get all of the Black level bene�ts, like cash rewards and trading fee discounts, until you have 100,000 in Zoom Holdings. Kuvera 

members can get their card shipped free, but they must wait until their bonus ZOOM tokens have been uploaded to their account.  

If you’re in the U.S. and want a physical card before your Bonus ZOOM tokens are uploaded, you will need to fund your account and 
have enough funds to pay for the shipping  (200 ZOOM tokens for CHOICE/Preferred and SELECT/Gold members) before you can 

order the card. Shipping is free for PREMIUM/Platinum and ELITE/Black members.

ZOOM BONUS AND CARD UPGRADE EXAMPLE:

SETUP A SECURE ACCOUNT AND VERIFY IDENTIFY

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF HOLDING ZOOM TOKENS?

(limited time promotion)



ZOOM is an Ethereum ERC20 utility token, with a limited total supply of 600M. 
ZOOM powers the CoinZoom ecosystem, and provides users with a wide variety of 
discounts, enhancements and rewards.

The ZOOM token distribution is described below.
 30% Rewards - These tokens will be distributed to reward users and grow the  
 CoinZoom community.
 50% VIP - Available for purchase by community members to fully participate  
 in our VIP rewards program.
 20% Team Incentives -  Team incentives, subject to 3-year vesting schedule.

Benefits of Owning ZOOM
 Up to 50% discount on trading fees
 Staking Bonus - currently staking DASH & ALGO
 CoinZoom Visa card benefits
 Bonus of up to 5% on all CoinZoom Visa card purchases

 

ZOOM OVERVIEW

CoinZoom is a third-party company and is not owned by or directly a�liated with Investview or any of its subsidiaries/brands. Some of Investview’s 
subsidiaries/brands act as a referral source for CoinZoom customers and its a�liated products. WALLETpro users must create an individual and separate 
account with CoinZoom and accept any associated terms, conditions, or risks therein. Investview is a publicly traded company with the symbol OTCQB:IN-
VU. Kuvera is not a broker, investment advisor or �duciaries and nothing in this document should be construed as investment advice. For complete Kuvera  
disclosure, policies and terms please visit: kuveraglobal.com/legal-documentation/. Kuvera does not make any representation or guarantee of future 
performance or returns for any of its products or products of third-party companies. Each person must accept the risk and responsibility for any product or 
service they put into practice. WALLETpro is not available to citizens of Austria.


